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"The Box" deals with death
and mother/son relationship
in autobiographical play

TCU’s Tubbs heckled, gets
last laugh as Horned Frogs
rout SJSU 119-84
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Spartan A.D. position ’peals’ for Bell
letes (compared to 46 percent at
SJSUI,ll’s success in fundraising,
experience in the Western Athletic
Conference and his connections with
the national collegiate athletic scene
as the main reasons behind Bell’s
hiring.
A minor goal of Bell’s will he
changing 5.181-5 perennial loser
image.
"I’m looking forward to the challenge of 5,1817 Bell said during the
press conference. "The circumstances here are very similar to
five ,(.;irs iigo. We hope
those of
to raise expectations among the
staff. There isn’t impale who wins
that doesn’t expect to."
Despite the improvement he
brought to USU, his time there was
not trouble-free. While at I ’SI’, there
were alleged problems with his
fundraising tactics that led ti Sortie
inquiries into his spending practices
two year, ago.
soil the allegations were

03. Jeremiah ()shan
\IjIi\x
The three-and -a -half month
search for a new athletic director finSan Jose State University came to
an end Friday aftermion when on
President Robert (%iret
announced that Chuck Bell w(/11111 he
taking the job on March 1.
The job became vacant when Tom
Brennan left the position to take the
director of athletics job at La Salle
University in Pennsylvania.
Bell has been credited with helping resurrect the sports programs at
Colorado State University, the
University of Wyoming and most
recently, Utah State University Ile
had served as USU’s athletic director for the past five years.
"His track record suggests that he
can help us take our program to the
next level," Caret said.
Caret cited the 78 percent graduation rate among I ’SU student ath-

levied by a disgruntled secretary,
and he ended up volunteering to pay
somewhere between $900 and
$2,000 over the next five years.
"We had to spend money to get
money," Bell said. "We did things you
normally do to raise money. I wanted
to pay it if they (the school) had a
problem."
A local motel in Logan, Utah, also
made in allegation, claiming the
athletic department told visiting
teams not to stay there because they
refused to give money to the school.
"Other motels that were contributing money to the school were
mad because visiting teams were
staying there," Bell said. "I brought it
up at a Big West meeting and gave
them a list of the motels that were
contributing."
The athletic department at USU
stated Bell was leaving on good
tf.rms.
As far as problems at SJSU go,
the lack of student support at sport-

ing events was also addressed at the
press conference.
"Students have a eight to complain," Bell said. "Students and
boosters don’t want to wear sweaters
of teams that don’t win." He expanded his philosophy of winning beyond
the playing field, stressing that
SJSU has to win at graduation, education and fundraising.
Bell promised that improving athletics would not be at the expense of
other programs.
"The way to improve is not to cut
from one to give to another," he said.
In a brief meeting with the
Spartan Athletics staff, Bell seemed
to make a good impression.
"What he wants to do is bring in a
good spirit," women’s volleyball
Coach Craig Choate said.
Bell said replacing retiring basketball Coach Stan Morrison would
be high on the agenda and replacing
him with someone from USLT was
not ruled out as a possibility.

Brandon Garcia/ Spartan Daily

Chuck Bell is greeted by a Spartan tan during a
press conference on Friday that named him as the
new SJSU athletic director.

Bill proposes
birth control
coverage
It Nicholas Boer
’,Lot \X rit,r

Hermelinda
Delamota a resithe
dent
of
Wheel
Golden
mobile home park,
sits on her patio
looking at the flood
on
her
road.
Delamota
has
lived there since
1989 and said this
year is the worse it
has been. The
trailer park is located next to Coyote
Creek.

CO11(11/n1 AWarelleS, Week kicks Mt today at San
(Jose State Inivi-rsity. but Gov. Pete Wilsim already
has cowl-MI.1)11\1,S tn the tiron
NA’11,-m has until Wednesday to decide whether to
niil a bill that would require employers who provide
prescript ion health coverage to include a variety of
,IpprO vu ’d l’OrltraCept lye methods in their plans.
Currently, many health plans which cover a portion of outpatient prescription drugs do not offer the
Sarni’ benefits t’or contraceptives. The state Assembly
passed the bill AB 160 by a 43-27 margin, but
Wilson has threatened to veto it because a "conscience clause" amendment was not included.
The clause, drafted by the California Association
of Catholic I bispitals. would exempt employers who
objected to the bill on religious grounds.
Art Lakide. director t if community affairs for
Planned Parenthood in San Jose, said today is the
last (lay tiir SIIOporterS to register their support of the
loll ’Abode said Wilson’s opposition to the bill is
politically motivated.
"We :ill know he’s running for president," Labode
said
ifornia Association of
Bud I
catholic I hispit.d.. said at issue is the protection of
l,e1. said he In suit itiushv Optirelicims
misicc that Wikoo will Veto the Ian heeallSe It &H.’S
Hot imit,uuic a cialSelellee
said groups such
as Planned Parenthood have misunderstood the
clause’s intent
See Awareness Week, page 4
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Floods put Si mobile home park under water Millennium bug
IS% Jeremiah ()slum
\\

The weekend installment of
storms did not cause the widespread damage to Santa (lira
( ’minty that some of the neighbor
mg count it’s experienced, according
to Pacific Gas :Ind Electric, lint San
Jose did not escape completely
trouble free.
The Golden Wheel Mobile
Park, which has experienced varhal degrees of flooding during virtually every storm for the past few
years,accordmg to residents, has
again begun to flood With over a
foot of standing water in parts of
the park, some residents have
begun to move cars, pack up
belongings and sandbag their
homes.
"I’ve been here two yeiirs," park
resident 1)(in Morris said, "and it’s
lloided both ya-iirs"
Residents said that their
drainage system flows into nearby
Coyote Creek, but the drain is only
set a few feet above the creek at
summer level, When the creek
fills up it pours into the mobile
home park
Union Pacific, the railroad iota
pany that owns the tracks next to
the park, threatened to charge :111V
one who is on their properly with
trespassing, according to rest( lent s

a

faced.
Residents claim that
See related photo
"We’re pretty worthis has also preessay on page 6
roil," said Alliert
vented them from
Hilliard, who has
sandbagging a weak
which is near the heen a resident since 1992 "It’s
point in the It
park [’mon Pacific told re,-,idelits going to be :mother two weeks
that thus %you’d dela icons Inicin before my flood insurance goes
l’acitic could not be leached for through." Hilliard also said that
this has been the worst flooding hp
comment
ict that the same thing has has experienced in the six years he
!impelled in the past has iirompted has been living in Golden Wheel
was
sonic ri.sulerits
"’here
to question the
still danger of
more flooding
city’s desire to
:it the time of
the
protect
tins
story,
from
park
flooding
Last year was one A ii if er son
is ti rvoir
"List year
was one thing," thing, but the city has reportedly Was;
six -.year resi- one pump out here and three feet above
overflow
its
dent
Marcel
Zuber
said, it doesn’t seem to be Icvel ;11111 the
flooding
was
"but the city
expe, led to he
has one pump doing too much.
out here and it
iit
its
peak
Mat cel Zuber between
8 p iii
doesn’t seem to
San
Jose
resident
be doing too
and 11 itt p TO
much You see
According to
rhri, Donohoe,
iill this help
over in thu
weather anchor
areas where there are nice homes
at Kvry chantwi II, rains should
I understand that %%, might not lie let up todav but pick up again
rid high on the pm
list, but it tonight
would be Inc, Ito ILIVe :It list
-The rains may be heavy at
it
ilia-, higher pa, eied pumps
tunes on Tuesday," Donohoe said.
The lack (il flood mstir:ince was "Flooding is still a possibility"
limit her problem t hat resident s
The torrent of floodwaters
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4,111.

resulting from the line ot
slamming into Calitorma can carry;mother danger in addition to the
threat (il tloi ids and mudslides
disease
Santa Cruz County health (Ali
cials warned residents throughout
toiv iii c’onsoniltt iii
the
of flood water due to 1111; risk of
hepat it is A infection
Jan Kolar, a
practitioner
at the Santa Cruz NItalical
said that all of the waters from the
Pinar() and San Lorenzo rivers are
SU:spirt . Anyone who swallow,
flood isater is urged to ,ee a doctor
immediately
The death count from thi latest
vave of storms is current IN it ter’u
ih.p.irt merit
nu. sat, .1,
received a report of a body III LoS
111. IS Creek at the cornet d
I

And Lino
.tyclitivs
111,1 the holly out

toarn,

it Ii p m

Saturday
Although origniallv thought to
be a V101111 Of the storms, the 111111
had
a glliltillot W01111(1 to
t he head
The Mall.ix ho
ciii 00111111. it as well dressed
"Ile wasn’t it string a tux, hut he
didn’t iippear to he homeless.Capt. Rick Jennings of the 5.151.’
said
An investigation is pending

to ’annoy’ SJSU
II, Kevin Ilectemitn
‘Nt.itt lie
Si
SIlt

The granddaddy of all computer problems the
much -hyped "millennium bug" - is set to strike. in
less than two rears
San Jose St;ite University’s student infiirmation
svstem is one of many systems that will be affected
Ii the problem
The system keeps records iin students’ classes, fee
payment and financial out, graduation dates and
other data It the bug is not repaired in time. said
5.151’ Ditector of Information Si stems Projects
Barbara Green. the university could be crippled.
"\Ve’d be dead." she siod "It’s the heart and soul of
the university
Thi problem is when Jan 1, 2000 rolls around,
many computers ix ill think it’s Jan 1, 1900. This
it
hail lip :in\ I fling from :lir traffic control systems to bank and tinalicad records.
"It realk Wake, t he ,ystvm not work right," Green
siitti
(inen said that without a fix. SJSIT could not
build a (lass schedule beyond the fall 19149 semester,
proiect graduation dates m spring 2000 or later or
calculate due dates iiir bills Students could even
find Ii’ hits slapped lin their registrations because the
system thinks their hills are 99 years overdue
"It would cripple the registratiiin pr icess," Green
said
The millennium bug has its origins in the 1960s,
See Millennium, page 4

Congressional ban
on partial-birth
abortions barbaric

Davis’ galavanting
getting old; threats
to leave annoying

we mark the
As25th anniversary
if Roe vs. Wade,
Congress is actively trying to thwart part of the
decision’s intent -- a
woman’s freedom to control her reproductive
life.
Lawmakers want to
totally ban partial-birth
abortions, a procedure in
which the fetus is partially delivered, its brain
extracted and the delivery completed. The operation is deemed necessary when a woman’s
life is threatened or the fetus has massive
genetic deformities which would lead to a
painful death outside the womb.
Amniocentesis detects some defects like
Down’s Syndrome in the fourth month of
pregnancy, but other abnormalities, such as
organs developed outside the body, cannot be
discovered until much later. Pregnancy often
increases health problems, such as diabetes
and heart disease, which can be fatal to the
mother.
If a woman discovers in her pregnancy that
she has cancer, the radiation treatment is
extremely damaging to the fetus, while lack of
this treatment may be lethal to the mother.
Congress has decided that illness is not an
adequate reason for this procedure. Its rationale for the ban rests largely on the fact that
some women have used the operation irresponsibly. According to the National Abortion
Federation, of the one percent of women who
used this method some are teenagers who
were either in denial or unaware of what
pregnancy symptoms were. Older women
often mistook lack of a menstrual cycle for
menopause, not a coming birth.
Let’s not forget that every conception does
not end up with the Gerber baby. One out of
four end in miscarriage, which is often
nature’s way of weeding out fetuses that can’t
survive. In other cases medical intervention is
needed.
Anti -abortionists often jump on the platdelivery at
form of fanatical fetus worship
any cost. They often forget about the child and
its extremely poor medical condition. To force
a woman to carry a fetus that is often doomed
to an agonizing death after birth LI both inhu.
mane and medically unsound.
Because some women may have acted irresponsibly, those who legitimately need this
operation should not have to suffer. A total
ban will return women to the sordid back
alley solutions of the past. This is a medical
issue and not for government to decide.
Life can’t be sustained at any cost. Quality
must be recognized. For those right-to-lifers
and congressmen who insist a punishment be
meted out if their law is passed, they need not
worry. I’m sure a woman’s indelible memories
of a partial -birth abortion must be far worse
than any jail term.
Carol Dillon is a Spartan Daily staff writer

it’s losing
Wuether
seasons, colisem renovation
woes or simply poor
attendance, Al Davis and
his 4-12 Oakland Raiders
can’t run from their
dilemmas.
Even if the problems
are growing quicker and
Jack’s
than
larger
beanstalk, it’s time for
Davis to take a stand. By
that I mean quit running
from city to city.
Los Angeles councilman Nate Holden was
the lunatic who was quoted in a number of
papers saying the Raiders’ move to L.A. was
"imminent."
If that’s true, then this would be the third
move for the franchise within 16 years. In
1982 the Oakland Raiders moved to L.A. for a
13-year stint before returning in 1995.
Davis said Holden was "very, very smart.
His credibility cannot be questioned."
But Al, what about your credibility?
Since the team’s return to Oakland, the
ticket prices have increased from $41 to $51,
which is second only to the Washington
Redskins.
The NFL average is only $38 a ticket and
Denver ($36), Green Bay ($35). Pittsburgh
($36) and the 49ers ($45), who represented
their conferences in the 1997 NFL championship games, were much less expensive compared to the Raiders’ overpriced sales.
Since the L.A. Rams bolted to St. Louis, also
in 1995, the second largest television market
in the United States is without a feotball team.
This could be a possible lure for Davis.
A report from CNN on Jan. 28 said Davis
and Oakland officials have been feuding over
$130 million in coliseum renovations done to
entice the Raiders back. However, last year the
city predicted Davis would try to weasel out of
the lease and filed a lawsuit in June to keep
him from moving.
In 1982 Davis left Oakland for luxury boxes
in L.A. The boxes were never made to Davis’
satisfaction so he came back. Now that he has
these "club seats," there’s nobody crazy enough
to waste an entire year’s salary for a team that
won two of eight home games.
According to a salesperson at Oakland
Football Marketing, club seats range from
$4,000 to $18,000 per game and from $35,000
to $150,000 for the season. Prices vary according to the box location.
Why would anyone pay that much to see a
team go 4-12?
Man, my old high school football team had
more televised home games (three) than the
Raiders (one). But hey, my old high school
team doesn’t jump ship every time a problem
surfaces.

St. Valentine lost his head to pagan gods
hubbub over Valentine’s Day
The
starts every year the day after
"the day after Christmas sale."
We barely get out of green pine and
it’s time to dunk ourselves in red velvet.
Now we’ve got five days left to get out
there and scarf up the chocolates and
roses for our lovers.
At least, those of us who have lovers
(or reasonable facsimilies thereof.)
I’m in the "looking, but not in a big
hurry" category
So for me, Valentine’s Day consists of
memories of valentines past, my three
sons’ obligatory (but loved) mixedflower bouquets and dreams of valentines to come.
Nasty commercialism aside, Valentine’s Day
has an interesting, if bloody, history.
The Romans used to celebrate the feast of
Lupercalia on Feb. 15 in honor of the god
Lupercus, protector of herds and crops.
One legend says that on the eve of the festival,
young, single women would put their names in a
jar and each young man would pull a name from
the jar. The couples would attend the festivities
and dances, and many times they wouldn’t have to
repeat the procedure by the next year, if you get
my drift.
According to some historians, we celebrate this
day in honor of St. Valentine, the patron saint of
lovers who was beheaded by Claudius the Goth on
Feb. 14, 269, for refusing to worship pagan gods.
Another story claims old Val got into trouble for
secretly marrying couples in defiance of Claudius’
temporary ban on official coupling, resulting in the
unanticipated cerebral separation.
A less gallant version has him sending messages from his jail cell to friends saying,
"Remember your Valentine" and "I love you."
Just like those little pastel heart candies that

burn your mouth if you bite into a purple one. At least, I think it’s purple. It
might be white. They change the flavors
on me every year just to be cute, I’m
sure.
It’s that sending business that my
first Valentine’s Day memory involves.
Ricky Hauser, second-grade lothario
and some-time pest, threw a yellow rose
at me in the school auditorium from
three rows away.
It actually landed in my lap, but the
color was all wrong and the thorns
poked my thigh, sending poor Ricky
even further down my ever-expanding
(though rarely used) list of prospective
beaus.
High school boyfriends acted like they’d never
heard of the occasion, so the next chances I had to
receive well -deserved adoration came from my
now ex-husband and our three sons.
The husband department memories are the
standard flowers and candy and the occasional
stuffed teddy (not the kind you’re thinking of,
either.) Nothing spectacular, but I keep telling
myself it’s the thought that counts.
I’ve got enough paper lace doily valentines from
my boys to wallpaper my bathroom, but they’ll
remain in their box, ready for me to pull them out
and laugh and cry over every once in a while.
I’m Valentine-less these days. The only guy who
holds my hand is the one who does my nails every
two weeks, but he’s married with children.
But don’t worry. I’m not letting it get to me. I
suspect Cupid has something up his arrow for me,
and if there’s anything I have, it’s patience.
And speaking of Cupid, if anybody’s got any pull
with the chubby cherub, ask him to send me a man
who’s already broken in but not broken down, with
a good mind, a kind heart and plenty of money.
Lois Jenkins is the Spartan Daily opinion editor
Her column will appear every Monday.

Federal courts should not overturn voters’ decision
proposition 215. the initiative that permits the possession and cultivation of
marijuana for medical purposes, was
passed in California in November 1996.
The voters spoke.
The U.S. Justice Department did not listen.
Six federal lawsuits were filed against
Northern California cannabis clubs a
month ago by a U.S. Justice Department
determined to shut their doors.
The Santa Clara County Medical
Cannabis Center in San Jose avoided being
named in the lawsuits, and it seems to be
anyone’s guess why. The pervading assumption appears to be that, while the center dispenses marijuana, it does not allow consumption of it anywhere on the property.
The San Francisco Cannabis Buyers’
Club and the Oakland Cannabis Buyers’
Cooperative, which were named, allow
smoking inside their respective buildings.

EDITORIAL
The voters spoke.
The U.S. Justice Department did not listen.
The truth is that most lawmakers did not
believe that Prop. 215 would pass and neither did the public. The fact that the proposition made the ballot at all was viewed as
an accomplishment.
The generally held belief was that Prop.
215 would put the notion of legalized marijuana for medical purposes before the voting public. They would likely vote it down,
but they would take notice, possibly passing
another marijuana legalization bill down
the road. Incredibly, it took less time than
political analysts predicted.
The voters spoke.
The U.S. Justice Department did not listen.

The government is taking this opportunity to pick and choose which passed propositions to respect and which ones to hassle.
Prop. 215 passed fair and square.
Now the government is pulling punches
when it comes to putting the proposition
into action. The Northern California
cannabis clubs currently under fire have
been in operation for at least 10 months.
Why now? Better yet, why at all?
Is the problem that consumption is
allowed on the premises? If that is the case,
then that needs to be stated clearly in the
lawsuits so that it may be remedied.
Such ambiguity and vagueness can only
lead Californians to one conclusion:
The voters spoke.
The U.S. Justice Department did not listen.
And it’s about time it did.
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Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the Opinion
page with a Letter to the Editor.
A Letter to the Editor is a 200-word response to an issue or
point of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily and may
be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length. Submissions
must contain the author’s name, address, phone number,
signature and major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box at the
Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209, sent by fax
to (408) 924-3237, e-mail at SDAILWijinc.sjsu.edu or mailed to
the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and Mass
Communications, San Jose State University, One Washington
Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of, the
Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism
and Mass Communications or SJSU.

Editorials are the consensus of the
Spartan Daily editorial board.
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Positions of authority mostly white males

Sparta Guide
Today
AIESEC
What’s AIESEC? All majors welcome a 7 p.m. in Sweeney Hall 434.
For more information, call (408)
288-9515.
Beta Alpha Psi (Honorary
Accounting Fraternity)
Pledge orientation, meet officers
and members at 11:30 a.m, in the
Student Union’s Almaden Room.
For more information, call Deborah
Brooks at (408) 260-0424.
Black Alliance of Scientists and
Engineers
Study groups tonight,
Wednesday and Thursday from 6 9 p.m. on 2nd floor of Clark
Library. For more information, call
Angela Tate at (408) 924-7907.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily mass from 12:05 -12:35
p.m at the John XXIII Center
(across from SJSU Theatre). For
more information, call Ginny at
(408) 938-1610.
Chi Pi Sigma (Co-ed Law
Enforcement Fraternity)
Open house to meet the members from 11 a.m. - 5 p.m. at 230 S.
Tenth Street. For more information,
call (408) 998-8433.
Church of Scientology
Film: "The Dynamics of Life." at
7.30 p.m. at 410 Cambridge
Avenue, Suite C.. Palo Alto. For
more information, call (650) 853n602
Kappa Delta Sorority
Ice cream social at Ben and
Jerry’s Meey at Kappa Delta at
278 S Teiith Street at 8:30 p.m. For
more information, call Meaghan at
.408. 279-9035
Lambda Sigma Gamma
(Multicultural Sorority)
Valentine candy sale from 9 a.m.
- 2 p.m in the Student Union. For
more information, call Erica Angulo
at (4081 297.1948.
National Conference of
Christians and Jews, the
Institute for Social
Responsibility and the
Comparative Religions Studies
Program
"Inter -religious Cooperation:
( )6s4acles and Opportunities- from
12 .0) - .1:0) II in in the Student
(linen’s 1.010111mm Room For more
information. call Chris .lochim ;it
1.104
it

92.1-1365. or NillICII.

41(8, 1)2.1 3512

Peer Health Education Condom
Co-op
Nat lona! emnlorn week in the
Art Quad frwn II a
- 2 p.m For
,ale condoms, gilt baskets, glowin
ilie-ilark boxer shorts, and more
For more inhumation, call Renee
Allen at (408) 924-6204
Pi Sigma Alpha (National
Political Science Honor
Society)
General meeting at 12 30 p
in the Political Science Department
(an:v.11T 45(1 For more information, call Marina at (408) 924-5570
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibits
rriini 10 a in - 4 p in in the Art
Building/Industrial Studies For
more information. call Brendan at
(408, 929 .(330

Tuesday
African Student Union
Meeting at 8 p.m. in Wahlquist
Library North, Room 113. For more
information, call Kofi at (408) 4478361.
Beta Alpha Psi (Honorary
Accounting Fraternity)
Pledge orientation, meet officers
and members at 1:30 p.m. in the
Student Union’s Costanoan Room.
For more information, call Deborah
at (408) 260-0424.
Black Alliance of Scientists and
Engineers
General body meeting at 7 p.m.
in the Engineering Building, Room
358. For more information, call
Robyn Jones at (408) 924-8177.
Career Center
Recruiting services workshop at
12:30 p.m. in the Student Union’s
Almaden Room. Interview preparation for teachers from 3:30 - 6 p.m.
in the Umunhum Room. For more
information, call the Career
Resource Center at (408) 924-6034.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass from 12:05 - 12:35
p.m., and tonight’s pizza and faith
discussion: "Mary," from 7 - 8:30
p.m. at the John XXIII Center at
Fifth and San Fernando streets.
For Mont’ information. call (finny at
(408) 938-1610.
Chi Pi Sigma (Co-ed Law
Enforcement Fraternity)
Open house from 11 a.m. 5
p.m. at 210 S. Tenth Street. For
more information, call (408) 9988433.
Church of Scientology
Introductory lecture: "Success
Through Communication." at 7:30
p.m. at 410 Cambridge Avenue,
Suite C, Palo Alto. For more information, call J01’ Feshback at (650)
853-0602.
Gamma Zeta Alpha
Informational meeting at 7 p.m.
in the Student Union’s Music
Room. For more information, call
Abelino Anaya at (408) 297-1796.
Jewish Student Union/Hillel
Tu fi’Shevat Jewish Arbor Day
Tree planting and good free food at
6-45 p m at the !fillet House. 213
S Twelfth Street For more information, call Josh at (40/1) 289-9957
Library Donations and Sales
Unit
Ongoing booksale every Tuesday
and Wednesday from 10 a.m. - 3
p.m. ;it Wahlquist Library Room
408 and Clark Library lobby.
Donations welcome For more infor.
mat ion, call the acquisitions
department at (408) 924.2705.
Peer Health Education Condom
Co-op
National condom week in the
Art Quad from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. For
sale condoms, gift baskets. glow -in the -dark boxer shorts, and more.
For more information, call Renee
Allen at (408) 924-6204.
Phi Chi Theta
Career Night at 6 p.m in the
Student Cnion’s Almaden Room.
Meet the chapter and our alumni.
For more information. call Boot at
(888) 924-44:15.

Spur to Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff The deadlaw lea’ vitines is noon. three days belittle dottrel/ puhlteaston date Entry forms are
ii ratable tn the Spartan Dady ()like

Phi Epsilon Kappa
The hunger Project Forum:
Unleashing the Human Spirit for a
Future Free From !longer. Speaker
Lynne Twist from 11:30 a.m. - 2
p.m. in the Student Union’s
Umunhum Room. For more information, call Kathy Costello at (408)
426-7984.
School of Art and Design
Lecture by Chris Bruce, director
of Meyerson and Nowinski Gallery,
Seattle, from 5 - 6 p.m. in the Art
Building, Room 133. For mar information, call Andy at (408) 9244328.
School of Art and Design
Student Galleries Art
Receptions from 6 - 8 p.m. in the
Art Building/Industrial Studies.
For more information, call Brendan
at (408) 924-4330.
SJSU Student Health Center
Register for the Weight
Management Program for students
and staff from 12 - 1 p.m. in Health
Bolding, Room 208. Class runs Feb.
17 - April 14. For more information,
call Nancy Black at (408) 924-6118.
Washington Square Credit
Union
Intern recruitment informational meeting at 4:30 p.m. in the
Student Union’s Costanoan Room.
For more information, call Rashmi
Kalavar at (4081 972-7935.

Wednesday
Asian American Christian
Fellowship
Speaker Bryan Leon on missions
at 7:30 p.m. in the Student Union’s
Almaden Room. For more information, call David at (408) 265-7442.
Ballroom Dance Club
Waltz lesson with guest instructor Tom Newby from 8 - 9 p.m. followed by open dancing until 10
p.m in Spa 89. For more information. call (408) 924 -SPIN.
Career Center
Employer-hosted resume critique from 1 - 3:30 p.m. in BC 13.
For more information, call the
Career Resource Center at (408)
924.6034.
Episcopal Canterbury
Community
Free dinner and discussion
Everyone welcome fro 5.30 - 7 p m.
in the Student Union’s Pacheco
Rom. For more information, call
Anna at (408) 293-2401.
Mu Alpha Gamma
First meeting for the semester
;it 5 p.m in Dlill 21:1
Re -Entry Advisory Program
Brown bag lunch program:
Coping with Difficult People. presented by Dana Mulvany from the
Counseling Center from 12 - 1.30
p.m. in the Student Union’s
Costanoan Room. For more information, call Susan Clair at (408)
924-5962
Student Interns to the
President/Campus Climate
Study break with President
Caret from 5 - 6 p.m. in Tower Hall
110. To attend, call Lee Ann
Thompson at (408) 924-29)11.

Writers: Please submit your queries

to DBH #213

for consideration.

LSAT
GRE

You fail to mention that most
jobs are given to people that are
known or have something in
common with the employer. You
fail to mention that most of the
employers in our society are
white males.
Affirmative action is not
some remedy for the past. It is
not a token given to minorities.
People of color have the
skills, yet they lack the opportunity because employers do not
solely hire on merit.
It would be nice if we lived in
the fantasy world that you like
to paint for us.
Yet reality shows me that
those who are in positions of
authority are mostly white
males.
Jose C. Gonzalez
social science

Coppola kudos

them with his palms folded
across his chest, a traditional
Nepalese greeting.
He also watched children perform a song and dance on AIDS
awareness. The Maiti Nepal
Shelter houses 130 women rescued from brothels in India and
child sexual and domestic abuse.
During his tour, Prince Charles
played with children or held
them on his lap.

LOS ANGELES (AP) Francis Ford Coppola, the most
acclaimed filmmaker of the
1970s, is being honored by the
American
Society
of
Cinematographers for a body of
work including "The Godfather"
trilogy, "Apocalypse Now" and
"The Conversation."
"He has created some of the
most important films in history
and is also a great role model
who has proven that a determined person from outside the
NEW YORK (AP) - Jeremy
mainstream can make a differ- London, who plays sad-sack teen
ence," ASC president Woody husband Griffin on "Party of
Omens said.
Five," knows what it’s like to get
Coppola, an Academy Award- hurt by the one you love - in
winning screenwriter, director real life and on TV.
and producer, has other notable
Typically at odds with Julia,
credits
including "Finian’s his headstrong wife played on
Rainbow," "The Cotton Club," the show by Neve Campbell,
"Peggy Sue Got Married," "Bram London has plenty of personal
Stoker’s Dracula" and "The experience to draw on, including
Rainmaker."
-11tx ’ celebrity romance .ttnti..
He will receive the ASC Board painful breakup with actress
of Governors Award on March 8 Brittney Powell of "Pacific
at the cinematographers group’s Palisades."
12th annual awards gala,
It seems the TV beauty
Omens said Friday.
dumped London about three
years ago, a rejection that still
stings.
"She didn’t even give me my
ring back. It made me feel really
KATMANDU, Nepal (Al’) - bad about myself," London says
Prince Charles visited a shelter in the Feb. 14 TV Guide.
for Ncpalese women rescued
His biggest fear these days
from brothels in India and shook isn’t personal, it’s professional.
hands with HIV-infected girls He worries about how his conthere. on Sunday to help show fused character will develop on
that AIDS isn’t transmitted by the prime time drama where
casual contact.
anguish, frustration and family
A dozen HIV-infected girls feuding dominate the action.
greeted the prince with flowers
"I don’t want Griffin to turn
and exchanged pleasantries into a jerk," London said. "My
with him through an interpreter. worst fear is that people are
He also accepted flowers from going to go from liking me to
children lining the. narrow lanes absolutely hating me."
leading to the center and greeted

Confused party

’Chuck’ in Nepal

Quotefor the day
People. are. always blaming their circumstances for what they are. I don’t believe in circumstances. The. people who get on in this world are the people who get up and look for the circumstances they want, and, if’ they can’t find them, make them.
George Bernard Shaw
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Fill STUDENTS
are inuited to:

espn2’s BIG MONDAY
men’s collele basketball

s
Ss

GET THE FACE PAINT AND SAN HI TO MOM WITH A SIGN BECAUSE
AMERICA IS LOOKING TO SEE SPARTAN STUDENT SUPPORT"

SPARTANS vs. SMU
TONIGHT, February 9th, 8:00 pm ....lir
in the The Event Center on espn2

( -CPA)

Take a Free Test Drive
and find out!

1,4f
SPARPIN-s "

la St
oN SkILTSCE &If IZ

Saturday, February 21st
Sunday, February 22nd
Space is hmded so sign up today to take a free practice exam, learn strategy secrets
and receive a computer analysis of your testing strengths and weaknesses

Call 1 -800-RAP-TEST to reserve your seat’

Submit your
portfolio to DBH #213 for consideration.

F or more information, call 924-3260.

NEW
YORK
(AP)
Distinctly upper class, Oscar
contender Helena Bonham
Carter can’t help being image
conscious.
After playing ingenues in a
string of costume period pieces
including "Lady Jane," "Room
With A View" and "Howards
End," the great-granddaughter
of a British prime minister was
hoping for something much different in "Wings of the Dove."
"I was quite frightened,"
Bonham Carter says in the Feb.
13
Entertainment
Weekly,
"because I thought, Christ, if I’m
not careful, this was going to be
yet another nail in my old tightcorset coffin."
The happy difference was that
this time her character, a woman
who throws her lover together
with a fatally ill American
heiress in hopes she’ll leave him
her fortune’, was, in Bonham
Carter’s words, "a baddie."
Another difference was that
in this costume drama, the star
got to drop her costume. and do a
nude scene.
A treat perhaps, for an actress
feeling constrained, but it was no
time fiir improvisation for the
self-conscious
admittedly
descendant of former prime. minister Lord Herbert Henry
Asquith.
Every move was choreographed down to the. smallest
detail. Bonham Carter even
made. storyboards of each shot so
she could memorize every step.
When it came. time for action,
though, there was no cold,
British reserve..
"I just shut my eyes and got
on with it," she’ said.

(MCAT )

Photographers and Illustrators:

Please include your name, number end best times when
you can be reached with your entries.

Helena strips

How Would You Score?

WANTED:
PHOTOGRAPHERS
WRITERS
ILLUSTRATORS!
We are looking for talented
writers, photographers and
artists to contribute to the
Fall 1998 issue of Access
magazine...

’would like to respond to the
I
l III 1111
opinion piece published Jan.
30 titled "Affirmative action
1)11
outdated, passes the racial
buck."
I agree that skills and quali- promised if it cannot find a suffications for any job are impor- ficient number of highly qualitant. I agree that we should hire fied minority surgeons."
I disagree with this comindividuals based on their
not a rare
capacity to do a job better than ment. Minorities are
species that lack the abilities to
others.
I would doubt if anyone become highly skilled.
Our society has a lot of highwould disagree with you.
minorities that are
Yet, the problem I have with ly skilled
your article is the assumption just waiting for the opportunity
Minorities
that you make about people of to show their skills.
are just as human as white
color.
You say that if a hospital is males.
The problem is not the lack of
forced to have affirmative
action it will have a hard time skilled minorites. The problem
filling in the positions with the is people like you who praise
best qualified surgeons. You say merit, yet fail to realize that our
"The hospital’s capacity to hire society does not hire solely on
on merit will be seriously com- merit.

in

.-11/111
0111
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1000 FREE STUDENT TICKETS AVAILABLE
trnt I 1, ,Ard
steel

Fvero

enter Rom Oftwel

and pertwipste in the halt tune "Shoot For Cash" Contest"
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Muscle endurance factor
in new training programs
To implement a successful
exercise program, the five components it exercise - carehorespiratory endurance. mus
muscular
strength.
cular
endurance. flexibility and body
be
must
composit ccii
addressed
In the next few wei.ks. this
column will analyze each one
and offer how-to guidelines.
The first installment of this
muscuher
will
be
series
endurance.
Eventhough Muscular
endurance depends on mus
eular strength. the two vary
greatly
Muscular strength is the
maximum amount of force that
a 11111SCIt. can produce ill a single.
effort as in lifting a load or
moving an object. Muscle
endurance is the muscle’s
ability to contract repeatedly or
hold it contraction such as
repeatedly lifting an object or
holding your shoulder blades
together while doing a triceps
ext.rcise.
Training programs designed
to enhance muscle endurance
utilize ii,Wer weights and higher rept
Nlany body toning classes offer this type of
training :s.luscular endurance
not only promotes improved
bone density through weight bearing exercise, but it eases
the efliirt required le) perform
daily routines such is carrying
groceries, or carrying your
heavy backpack acniss campus!
Nluscle gre cups involved in
stabilizing your body ;mil posture, benefit from this type of
training. Your abdiiminal. chest,
shoulder and back muscles are.
contracted throughout the (hey
Iii keep you steady.. However,
these muscles require. additional training to become efficient
;end effective and are (iften overlooked during exercise.
Before implementing a training progriffil, it is important to
evaluate the muscle endurance
of your arms, shoulders and
abdominal :ire -a. Try lilting 7()
percent of the maximum weight
you can lift in one repetition,
and perform as many repetitions as possible stopping
only V,. bin you cannot perform
another re -pet ilium The average person should bi. able to complete 12 to 15 repetitions lief ire
tiring Many gyms offer these
assessment tests for a fee.
Abdominal endurance can be.
assessed
pc -rbirming a 60second Iiiot 4,;11,,,, sit -lip cro

4 PeN\\.%
raising
curl -up, which in
only the, shoulders :end not the,
entire torso from the floor. An
average man should be, iible to
do it least :34 full sit-ups or 69
curl -ups and the average.
woman should do 30 ;end 60.
If’ you fall below these averages or want to improve punendurance, here are some training tips:
Do several different exercises that target one muscle
group. For example, tic work
the chest (pectoral’s major (I()
push-ups tid lowed by chest
presses, followed by chest flies.
Chest presses are- performed
while laying in a supine position face upward and the
weight is pressed upward from
the chest. Chest flies are performed in the same positilin lint
the weights are. extended out to
the sides of the. body ;old pulled
in with arms fully extended.
Vary your exercises by
using free weights or weight
machines and elastic bands
for resistance.
’Try holding a muscle contraction during exercise.
During the up phase in a sit-up
or push -lip, hold yourself up fOr
Li few seconds before coming
back down.
As training progresses. you
will be able to do more repetitions Mr each exercise
’Nute--always check e’ it h your
doctor befiire starting an exer(*kV program, especially if you
have pre-existing medical conditions
Peggy Flynn is a member of
Aerobics
and
Fitness
Association of America and has
been an aerobics instructor tor
over seccn years. Her "Fit to Be
Tied- column will ran every
Monday 11 .vou hare any qUeS1101is or comments please contact her at the Spartan Daily at
92-1-3280, Dwight Bentel Ilall
209
or
hy
e-mail
a1
SDAILY@jme.ljsu.edu
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OF THEIR HERITAGE
YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE
TO BE AN EGG DONOR
IF YOU ARE 21-28YFIS,
HEALTHY, RESPONSIBLE,
CALL STEPHANIEOFFC
Also Asian Donors Needed
1-800-939-6886
GENEROUS COMPENSATION

VIP,. ’WV

W

Egg Don_or Needed
Tall brunette wants to be a
mom more than anything If
you are 21-28, healthy,
intelligent and responsible,
please donate eggs for me
Call Stephanie @ FFC
(800) 939-OVUM and
mention "Sue"
Generous Compensation.
w11WWWwwwwww
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Science
& Math
Majors!
EXPO -z yourself
to opportunity
at the

Outstanding opportunities as lent,
Navigator, Medical, and Mialfter career
fields
I c Medals
book% paid
Recelast SISIlloisessb during college
SOOS Wallet i Otis dot% from 11 ’99
Pilot eislial210* Navigator vision 20/200
Targeting Prillaman and Sophomores hut
other, mar be ebgible

LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE
.
STARTS HERE
all Usplatn %bk.. "’k’
I 40111 924 29,17
mr arplk Not informUon
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Let the mudslinging begin.
Students looking to rein tier positions men
the, San Jose State University Associated
Students government submitted imppl icatic ens to the A.S. Election Board at the. candidate orientation meeting on Thursday.
Eighteen students attended the orientation for the. March 18-19 election. Some
;ettendees turned in applications other people in their party who weren’t in attendance.. A total of 47 iipplicatiiins were submitted to beat Friday’s 4 p.m. deadline.
"This is the largest turnout (of potential
candidates) we’ve had (in three years),"
Chief Election Of.1..er Alicia Restive, said.
"Last year. there, %% ere bare-ly enough people

to fill the positions. This ye-Len almost L./cry
isit ii in is opposed."
Some candidate hopefuls welcomed the
compt.tition.
"We’re happy that there are more than
just two candidates running (for each position) this year," said Mark Templeton, who
submitted an application to run for vice
president.
Turning in an application, however, does
not guarantee candidacy. Students must
have a grade point average of 2.0 or above,
be taking six or more units a semester lend
be enrolled at SJSU for two of the past three
semesters.
During the orientation, the A.S. Election
Board reviewed the rules of candidate, ethics
and campaigning, which begins March 2.
"Last year, I know people were kicking
down signs and blaming it on the weather,"

Restive) said during the orientation.
After the orientation, Restivo said,
"Rather than go through the problems of the
past, if we can make (the rules) clear, it’s a
lot more beneficial."
Shila Desai, who applied for director of
communication, said reviewing the rules
was "a good way for candidates to find out
what they’re getting into."
The A.S. Election Board also held a lottery. As the students submitted applications, they picked numbers out of a box. The
candidate receiving the lowest number will
get on the ballot first. The lottery had anxious candidate hopefuls rushing the A.S.
Election Board’s table to take numbers.
"We do that because students tend to vote
for the first person they see," Restive said.
The deadline for applications is Friday at
4 p.m.

Millennium: Surprises in store for SJSU
Continued from page 1
when computer memory was
scarce. TO SilVP pi We computers
were programmed to record
only the last two digits of the
year c for example, "96" instead
of -1995-1 and assume the first
two digits cceri "19".
The student system is scheduled for replacement in tWO tie
three years, Green said, but in
the meantime the system will
be. upgraded to repair the problem.

SJSU is responsible tier making repairs, but it has contracted with the. system’s manufacturer, Systems and Computer
Technology of Pennsylvania, to
help with the, repairs. Green
expects the project to be completed by the end eel the year.
The contract cost is $165,000,
and the money comes from state
general funds.
All computer systems on the
&1St! campus are subject to
evaluation, said Mark Weisler,
.issociate vice president

of networking and telecommunications services.
"We can’t take any chances,"
Weisler
said. "We have to
review every machine that’s
capable of storing or processing
a date."
Even with a top-to-bottom
review and a concerted bugsquashing efliert, there may still
be. problems for lots of people
when the calendar rolls over.
"It’s hidden in a lot of places,"
said David Hayes, associate professor of math and computer

Awareness Week:
Continued from page 1
"This !clause.) would met
iipply to Joe Smith, who owns a
muffler shop," said Lee.. Only "a
bona fieb. religious organizat ion" would qualify As it
stands, Lee said AB 160 compromises the. teachings of the.
I ’at holic Church.
"Artificial contraception is
not part of i well -established
Catholic tradition," Lee said.
Condom Awareness week at
SJSU reflects the, enormous
interest in contraceptives the,
Health Center sees from students.
Dr. Robert Latta, director of
health services at &NU, said
family planning is their most
commonly requested service.
Students using the Health
Center are. able to benefit from

be like it Is on ’Melrose Place?
Wild, frequent, and meaningless."

"Why can’t sex

1//li T RI /I Ti!)
DE PRE 5510N

YWCA Villa Nueva
Now Enrolling for Extended
Evening and Saturday
Drop-in and On-going Child Care

11.4102,M.

1-Tce-Oc;14,-Zz

a contract SJSU has with the
state.. The. student health plan
carries the. same, economic burden for all medic;it ions - contraceptives or otherwise. A three
month supply of oral contraceptives ranges from $10-$40,
about a third of the. cost as
those from a regular pharmacy.
The Health Center offers a
wide range. of contraceptive
opt ii ins
including
DepoProver’, a hormone shot needed every 12 weeks at a best of
$42. Condoms are available for
as little. as 25 cents and will be
sold in the, Student Union this
week.
Labode said it is important to pass AB 160 because. most
men and women have to pay
emery for contraceptive care,
than fiir other me(iications.

IT CAN KILL YOU IF YO1
DON’T RECOGNIZE IT.

Drop-in Hours:
Monday-Thursday
tipm- 1 1 pm
Friday
6pm-Midnight
Saturday
Barn -Midnight

science at SJSU. "You don’t
know where (the bug isl waiting
for you. I’m sure there’ll be lots
of little surprises."
While computer hardware
has improved considerably over
the last few decades, much of it
has been programmed to be
"backward compatible," or able
to accommodate old software
technology, Hayes said. This is
why so many new systems are
susceptible to the millennium
bug

We provide a fun, safe and nurturing environment
for kids. Whether you work the swing shift or wish
to go to the theatre, symphony, dinner, shopping, or
attend evening classes. We take care of the kids so
you can take care of you!

1 hr. FREE
Olth this coupon

Cur more information tall
YVVCA
Kathy Sere et 40S-295-4011, est. 237.
’,arta isd var.,
Conveniently located at Villa Nueva
375 South Third St. Downtown San Jose

if you’ve got love
in your eyes...
v

Take care of them,

Bring them to our Fashion Fair February 14th.
CALL NOW! ONE DAY ONLY!!!
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OFFER
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$11111.00 Eva EXAM
FOOD
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summer
internship
lob fair
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Over 185 employers
are eager to share
career information,
and hire for great
career jobs and
internship positions.
Wednesday,
March 4, 108
SJSU Event Center
-rho rh fair r; coming

Includes:
Exam,
Massa’
Contacts
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South Bay Health Center Bldg.
122 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara
Dr. David A. Roberts, Optometrist
Of
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Se liable Espanol

"What a Great Experience!"
.earning the. language.. Meeting
people. Coming face to face with
history, art and architecture, culture,
food and fun.

SCHOLARSHIPS
EQUALS
OPPORTUNITIES
Air lime ROTC provide, lull Tuition
Scholarships & guarantees a challenging
Joh after graduation with a starting salar,,
43;0 (St
Here are the FACTS:

John Meyer
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SPARTAN -UP YOUR DAY
WITH

THE SPARTAN DAILY
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Associated Students gear up for polls

UNIVERSITY
STUDIES ABROAD
CONSORTIUM...
Small classes. Personal attention. Fully
accredited receive, university credit.
We provide great classes in intensive,
language, history, anthropology, art,
business, economics, political science...

University Studies Abroad ConsortilIM
University eel Nevada Library / 321
Reno, Nevada ti9557
(7021784-6564
F -mail: usaceadminsuniedu
Imp./ / www.scs.unredu/-usac
AUSTRAI.IA
ENGLAND
CHILE COSTA RICA
FRANCE
GERMANY
ITALY NEW ZEALAND SPAIN
THAILAND CHINA

Analysis: Student guide to Internet Service Providers
By Igor Billis
Staff Writer

Lt

For students who may be having a
hard time finding an Internet Service
Provider, here is a helpful list.
"The Internet Service Provider world
changes rapidly as economic conditions
and technology evolve. The provider you
choose today may not be the best choice
for you in five months," said Mark
Weisler, Associate Vice President of
Networking and Telecommunications at
San Jose State University.
SJSU is not an Internet Service
Provider. The university has a partnership with Pacific Bell giving the students a discount for the service.
"The price is 30 days free and $14.95
per month thereafter," said Mark
Kulawik, a technical analyst for Pacific
Bell. Home pages are available for an
extra $2.95 a month for 3MB
(megabytes).
There are currently two modem standards, the X2 and K56 Flex. EarthLink
also provides up to 56kps connectivity
with K56 Flex technology and some X2
technology standard in Southern
California. KPS (kilobytes per second)
is the speed of transmission over a regular phone line and 56KPS is the top
speed today. In terms of speed and
information flow, a 14.41(PS, 28.81(PS
or 33.6KPS can be compared to a small

hose whereas a 56KPS is a big firehose.
A standard will be decided this year, so
that people don’t need to choose
between the two of them.
Pacific Bell covers about 90 percent
of California with local dial-up calling
and all of their connections support up
to 33.6 KPS. They will begin deploying
the K56 Flex technology starting at the
end of March 1998 and support the final
standard that will eventually be decided on.
Most providers include World Wide
Web, File Transfer Protocol and
Newsgroup access. File Transfer
Protocol allows you to transfer files
from your computer to a remote server.
With Newsgroups, people can pick thousands of topics and read or participate
in them for the world to see. (These topics could even include Elvis sightings.)
America Online, JPSnet, Pacific Bell,
Netcom, and EarthLink have 24-hour
tech support. A recent survey conducted by a telecommunication industry
consulting firm, TeleChoice Inc., rated
the satisfaction of 1,500 U.S. businesses
with their access providers. In the survey, EarthLink rates at 52 percent,
which is average, and AOL rates at 16
percent which is the lowest of 11 other
providers.
"AOL is for someone who’s never
touched or has little experience with the
Internet," said Lance Spaulding, a Web

Ai
"The Internet Service
Provider world changes
rapidly as economic
conditions and technology evolve. The
provider you chose
today may not be the
best choice in five
months."
Mark
Weisler
Associate Vice President

page designer. All a person needs to do
is install the AOL program from a disk
or CD. These are found in magazines or
your mailbox. Easy, but AOL has its
limits.
"Every time I log on, an ad pops up,"
said Anne Chalfant, a professor of journalism and AOL user. There is an
option to turn it off, but not many people know that. AOL charges $19.95 a
month with unlimited access and users
can have up to five accounts with 2MB
of web space each.

For the more experienced user or
someone who wants to move up from
AOL, it is possible to get on with one of
the four major providers. These
providers allow you to use Internet
Relay Chat, which is similar to AOL’s
chat rooms with an Internet Relay Chat
program of your choice.
The chat room resembles the
Newsgroup, but it is in real time as
in conversing with people back and
forth in a matter of seconds. JPSnet,
Netcom, and EarthLink are providers
that can support chat rooms. JPSnet
has the best price of most providers on
the %Vest Coast. They’ll provide free
Internet software to get you set up. You
have 20MB of web space for your web
pages and up to three e-mail accounts.
The cost fir service is $89 a year which
is $7.42 a month plus a one-time, nonrefundable set-up fee of $25.
"The reason I picked JPSnet is
because of their cross compatibility of
modems, X2 and K56 Flex and also
because of their support," said Daniel
Har, a project director at Greater Los
Angeles Council on Deafness, Inc. If you
have a question, you can e-mail JPS
and they will respond within 15 minutes, otherwise you get a month free of
service.
The software, "TotalAccess," is a simple, complete and free Internet solution
for both the PC and Macintosh. The

unlimited $19.95 a month Internet
access plus $25 set-up fee includes: A
6MB homepage, an e-mail address, a
Web browser of your choice, an annual
subscription to bLink, EarthLink’s
printed newsletter, an Internet user’s
guide, "Getting the Most Out of
EarthLink," and a customizable
Personal Start Page.
The EarthLink Network Personal
Start Page service delivers EarthLink
members up-to-the-minute information
of their choice such as stock updates
and a specific news region. It condenses the expanse of the Internet into a
compact package of personalized news
and information specific to each member’s preferences.
AOL rewards their members with a
month free of Internet access for referring new members to them. Depending
on the number of referrals, EarthLink
does the same but members can also
qualify to win EarthLink merchandise.
Netcom does not have any reward
system They offer $19.95 a month of
unlimited Internet access plus a $25
set-up fee, which can be waived if you
apply for the service online.
For information about Pacific Bell
Internet, call 1-800-708-INET and,
when prompted, key in department 705.
For information on JPSnet, EarthLink,
and Netcom, call 800-711-5353, 800395-8425, or 1-800-NETCOMI.

Student -penned play packs emotional punch on way to college theatre festival
By Ed Oberweiser
St.iff Writer
If you’ve ever wanted to crawl into a box and
shut out the outside world and all of its troubles,
you can identify with one of the main characters of
"The Box," a student-written play performed
Friday, Feb. 6 in the University Theatre.
"The Box," written by San Jose State University
student Andy Doub, was chosen as one of nine
finalists in the American College Theatre Festival
competition being held in Orange County from
Feb. 10-15.
"The Box" concentrated on the relationship
between a mother and her son and how they dealt
with the death of the father/husband.
The son deals with it by trying to withdraw
from reality and the mother attempts to get him to
come out of the box and talk more with her about
her husband’s death.

The mother still needs to talk about the loss of
her husband, but her son doesn’t want to deal with
his father’s death or his mother’s need to talk
about it.
Even though the play is only 12 minutes long,
it covers a lot of emotional ground and issues
between the mother and the son who are left alone
to deal with their loss and each other.
Pictures of the family before and after the husband/father’s death appear at different times during the performance on a wall at the back of the
stage.
Doub said the play was definitely autobiographical. His father died when he was thirteen years
old and he had issues with his mother.
Mike Tandecki, who plays the son, is a computer science major who got into acting because he
wasn’t able to get into the classes he wanted.
Tandecki said he was pulled out of a general
education acting class and asked to audition for a
student play and has been doing it ever since.

Best _
Connections

Jenkin- said About the American College
’,,m petition.
Theatre F,si i%
The S.1: actors will be competing against 300
otlur .1 n. from schools in the western region,
Jenkins said
The nine actors performed a variety of works by
modern playwrights and even a few by William
Shakespeare.
Amy Glazer, associate professor and head of
perforniance of the Theater Arts Department, said
she chose most of the works and tried to match
them to the iictors.
Most of the scenes portrayed man -woman
issues but Glazer said she didn’t consciously pick
these issues.
"I was looking tor pieces that inherently have a
dynamic edge ;Lod a shape to them.- Glazer said.
Each actor had a partner for their perfiirmances
who will travel to the competition with them,
(Ilazer said, and the partners were pulled out of
her acting classes

Theater Arts major Anne Burk played the
mother and said the part was very challenging
because the mother’s character was so different
from her own - more somber and maternal.
Burk made her character very mother-like and
convincing.
The second part of the Theater Arts
Department Program was a series of two-actor,
five minute plays and monologues by nine actors
who were picked to compete in the ti.stival’s individual competition.
The nine SJSU actors were: Kathleen Dobbs,
Alicia Restivo, Matt Tonclag, Jerri Tubbs. Jennifer
Fagundes, Pamela Lindsay, Paul Pinza. Laura
Patterson and Anne Burk.
Robert Jenkins, theater arts chairman, said
actors would have to limit their performances in
the festival competition to five minutes and would
be immediately eliminated if they exceeded the
time limit.
"The ACTF festival is like the NCAA playoffs for

For the

Choose the JOB and Internship Bank

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
COMPUTER AND ELECTRONICS
VENDOR FAIR

6eds of

Tuesday, Feb.10 and
Wednesday, Feb.11
9:00am - 4:00pm

s\\
ood Earn with

Student Union
Main Level

Apple Computer
WorldNet PC
Hewlett Packard
Epson
US Robotics
Adobe Systems
Borland
Twin Head
Eldorado Electronics
CCD
Silicon Multimedia
Ron Horne

Free Activation

to all SJSU students

Easy Access
On-line Internet
www.careercenter.sIsu.edu
24 hour Job Hotline
924-2562

Convenient

Your Student ID# is your password

For customer service contact the
Career Library at BC- I 3, 924-6032.
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Vallegs of the
ammed

With ten reservoirs in Santa
Clara Valley alone, El Nitio’s
d
heavy rains have forced the water
district to open the floodgates on
an already waterlogged Bay Area.

Runoff from this weekend’s rainstorm

Pacific Bell employee
Dennis Prestidge
surveys the damage
brought by Thursday
night storms in
Union City. Soggy
ground and heavy
rains caused three
power poles to fall
over and cut off
power to hundreds
of customers in the
East Bay.

1 r,on Hill. to rise three
I r ,e
drains into

kilmunriNitrwr
Worried that the
PG&E substation
would get flooded.

An unidentified body
was found tangled in
the brush of the ,
swollen Los 00
Creek in Willow G r,
on Saturday afternoon
by a passerby on the
Lincoln Street Bridge.
Several members of
the police, fire, and
search and rescue
were on hand to pull
the pale man from the
creek as onlookers
crowded on the
bridge

Left: Gary Konchan
left. and Rene
Shelien from housing
rii II it. ri,Ince clean up
r.f
irr,f. next to
tr,, IrarTir. on Eighth
’lit rapped
!nip. 11,i

NJ,,tfill

winds that 11:1 San
1,1y night.
loF,e

Bottom Lett:Two-yewold Kenny Ratzlaff
watches the spill -off at
the Anderson
Reservoir Sunday.

Steve inferrer. of the San Francisco Water District opens up a control valve at the Crystal Springs
Reservoir. The water authority maintained a constant watch on the amount of water released to prevent residences below the reservoir from flooding.
,brullirl

SI.11,111
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Reality Check BY DAVID WHAMOND

Mixed Media by Jack Ohman

Sport oon s

NOW LOOK WHAT VOUVE 00P4E,
YOu SPILLED AW PEW MOCHA...

. .7, ..:
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CLASSIFIED

PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services adverdsed below nor Is
there any guarantee implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings we not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
CLERICAL J08 FOR WORK-STUDY
SJSU student at Beethoven
Center in WLN 318. 10 hrs/week.
$5.70/hr. Call 924-4706.
SECRETARY - 10am-3pm M -F
Downtown church, next to SJSU.
W/P, phones. gen office routine.
Call 294 4564 for further info.
SECURITY OFFICERS
AMIN ASSISTANTS
RECEPTIONISTS
$7.00 to 61100/hour
Burns International Security
Services & Wells Fargo Guard
Services, subsidiaries of Borg.
Warner Protective Services
(NYSE/Fortune 10001, current& have
F/T & P/T openings throughout
the greater Bay Area. We provide
paid uniforms/training, medical/
dental/vision options. attractive
vacation. bonus & incentive plans.
401(k). and excellent promotional
opportunities. You may apply
by phone 24 hrs/day by calling
(800) 385.9419. or for more
information, stop by or call our
hinng center in:
SAN JOSE
591W. Hamilton. #140
(408) 341-3750
EOE/M/F/D/V
Drug-Free Workplace
PPO-8760/PPO-10408
TEACHERS high quality, licensed
drop-in childcare centers for 2 12
year olds.
Rex PT/FT positions
Days. Eve. Weekends
Min 6 ECE required
Team environment
Benefits available
Call Corp Office 260-7929.
ASSEMBLE & TEST hydraulic
product line. Knowledge of small
handtools & light machining a
plus. Other duties include light
office work, shipping & receiving.
Team player mentality a must.
Campbell. CA. Fax resume to:
408/370.5743.
STUDENT Var PRO THERAPISTS
for Autistic girl. $12./hour. more
for experience. Paid training Part
time afternoons & weekends.
Please call 408/9468211.
GROOMER’S ASST/KENNEL FELP
needed for small. exclusive shop
& kennel. PT. afternoon’s Tues Sal.
Must be reliable, honest, able to
do physical work. Experience
working w/dogs pref. but will train.
Great opportunity for dog lover!
$6.50/hr. Fax resume w/cover
letter to: 408/377 0109 or call
408/3719115.
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR PT/FT
Will Train. Must have clean DMV.
Flexible hours, Call 3634182.
Immediate Openings Start Today!
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part time, Flexible Hours
$50 Hinng Bonus!
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown San o se.
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
VALET PARKING Local company
looking for people. Flexible
schedule. PT/FT. Earn $8.00 to
$15 per hour. 867 7275.
ARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $.25 00/hr salary . tips.
Students needed in the immediate
area. Full time/part time openings.
Call today 1.650 968 9933.
International Bartenders School.
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Women ages 21 29. healthy,
responsible, all nationalities.
Give the gift of life!
$3.000 stipend & expenses paid
Bonus bllwwse &korric donors
PLEASE CALL WWFC
800-314-9996
CASHIERS NEEDED TO WORK
at remodeled Chevron stations
2 locations, F/T. P/T, flexible
hours Call 295 3964 Ask for
Ophelia
ALASKA SUPrEillit EMPLOYMENT
Fishing industry. Excellent earn
trigs & benefits potential. All major
employers. Ask us nowt 517 324
3115 ext. A60411.
TELEMARKETING POSITIONS
available Easy hours Good
money. Ask for Mike. 261 1323
CRUISE SNP & LIVID-TOUR JOSS
Excellent benefits. World Travel.
Ask us how! 517 324 3090 ext.
C60411.

STARBUCKS
WARS...

11/13

EXPERIENCED TUTORS NEEDED.
K through 12th grades. Mon-Fri,
3prn.8pm. $10-$15/hour. Call
408/255-5247.

WAITPERSON NEEDED
EVENINGS & WEEKENDS
SALARY . TIPS
APPLY IN PERSON
BRITANNIA ARMS
5027 ALMADEN EXP. SAN JOSE

RECEPTIONIST: PART-TIME for
busy office near campus. Call for
details. 282-1500.
MULTIMEDIA TECHNICIAN
J08 #98-003
JAPANESE RESTAURANT looking $2669 $3737/mo.
for part or full time waitress, wait- Support computer labs for innova
er, dishwasher & busboy. Please five Multimedia Master’s & Multicall 938-0888 or come in for an media Certificate Programs.
application 384 S. 2nd Street. Resolve tech. problems & assist
Ask for Kevin or Kathy.
in developing creative solutions.
REQ: Knowledge of Mac & PC incl.
WANTED: LEADERS/MANAGERS System 7.5. Win95 & NT. Familiar
for USMC OCS and flight training. with networking, web design, user
Salary 30 36K/yr. Tuition assis- support & current multimedia
tance available. Must be: F/T applications. Knowledge of media
student or possess BA/BS. peripherals. 4 year degree related
US citizen, under 28 years old. area & multimedia experience.
Call Capt. Sosa at 408.971.3791. Apply by 2/13/98 to Cal State
Hayward, Hayward, CA 94542 or
FILE CLERK WANTED -Acct. Dept. Call 510/885-3634 for app. More
8-10 hours per week, flexible. info at www.csuhayward.edu .
Please fax resume to 297-6000.
Attention: Adina.
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
PLUS seeking F/T &P/T Teachers
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8 school and Aides. Substitute positions
seeks responsible individuals for are also available that offer flexiextended daycare. P/T in the ble hours. ECE units preferred but
afternoon. No ECE units are not required. Please contact
required. Previous expenence with Cathy at 244.1968 x16.
children preferred. Please contact
Cathy at 244-1968 x16.
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
P/T Elementary Schools.
INFORMATION CENTER
Degree or Credential NOT Required.
is accepting applications for Opportunity for Teachrg Experience.
Employment. Must be available
Need Car.
Tuesday & Thursday Mornings. Voce Mad: (4081287-41700e. 408
Work Study-encouraged. Contact
E0E/AAE
the Student Union Director’s
Office, 9arn-5pm. 924-6310.
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
sell discount subcnptions to Bay
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS Teach Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
one on one in company car. Good Flexible hrs. 9arn9pm. Downtown
driving & teaching skill. HS Grad. near lightral 4 blocks from SJSU.
Clean DMV. No Criminal Record. Hourly 5$ plus bonus. Media
No exper. nec. Training provided. Promotions 4940200.
Custom hours pt/ft. Good pay.
999W. San Carlos St. 971.7557.
$1.000’s WEEKLY!! Stuff
www.deluxedriving.com
envelopes at home for $2 each
plus bonuses. F/T, P/T. Make
TEACHERS AND AIDES wanted.
WOO+ weekly, guaranteed!
Small World Schools has PartFree supplies. For details,
Time and Full -Time. a.m, and
send one stamp to: N-28,
p.m.. permanent and summer
12021 Wilshire Bt, Suite 552,
positions available. Units in CD.
Los Angeles. CA 90025.
ECE. Psych, Soc. or Rec required.
If you are interested in working NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
with a high quality child care Work in the Great Outdoors.
company call 408-379-3200s 21 Forestry, Wildlife Preserves. Concessionaires, Firefighters & more.
NOW IS THE TIME TO FIND A JOB Competitive wages + benefits.
for the New Year. Teleservices Ask us how! 517-324 3110 ext.
Bureau needs outgoing personae N60411.
ties with great voices for nation
wide projects. Flex hours. Music,
8 EARN EXTRA CASH $
Performing Arts. arid Sales/Marup to $600/month!
keting majors are encouraged to
Become a Sperm Donor.
apply. Call Mana ASAP. 360.1370 Healthy males. 19-40 years old.
to see if you qualify.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI look 1650 324-1900, M F. 84:30
ing for daycare staff person.
Hours 2:30pm 6:30pm. Working
SECURITY
with elementary aged children.
Full and Part Time Positions
408/721 5140
Graves. Swings and Weekends
Low key job sites
IMMEDIATE OPUVINGS
Will train
Receptionist, Office Clerk
Abcorn Pnvate Secunty
Sales, Customer Support
408-2474827
Technician. Testing Ope.
Warehouse Clerk
ASIAN INDIAN SPERM DONOR
Call 408/942-8866
NEEDED! Loving couple hoping to
or fax to 408/9428260
find someone with Asian Indian
Electronix Staffing Services. EOE
background with black hair, brown1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
black eyes, 5’5" 8, over Age 18
Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave.
38. Generous compensation.
turn left at Clear Lake Ave.
If you can help us. please call
1800-8869373 ext. 6608.

CLERICAL ASST. Busy Journalism
SERVICES
office. 2 jobs. $7/hr. Flex hrs. M-F
mornings and T & Th afternoons, TAX PREPARATION487-3203
Gen office, phones, filing, computer R.D. Rose Assoc. 50 Airport Pkwy.
Schedule your appointment.
data input, work w/students 8,
faculty. Call Carol 924-3242.
Day- Evening Weekend
ComputenzedLicensedBonded
HOST - FRIENDLY, ENERGETIC
positive people looking for part- WRITING HELP. Fast professional
time or full-time host position. at editing. rewriting. ghostwriting.
busy restaurant. Please apply Essays. letters. application
Mon. -Fri. 2pm-4pm. in person. statements. proposals, reports.
Bella Mr& 58 South First St. San etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
Jose, CA 95113.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall

GREEK MESSAGES
KAPPA DELTA SORORITY
Recruiting Women to Share
Fnendship. Sisterhood and Fun
For more info call 279.9035
WAY TO GO SIGMA THETA PSI!
Congratulations on the house.
All our hard work has finally paid
off. Now its time to kick back and
enjoy our new home.

WANTED
DO YOU SNUFF, CHEW OR DIP?
Former or current users of smokeless tobacco needed for confidential research study at SRI inMenlo
Park. Earn $20 / 90 mm session.
1650-859.3729.

FUNDRAISING
RAISE $500 IN ONE WEEK.
Fundraising opportunities
available. No financial obligation.
Great for clubs.
For more information call
18881 51 A Plus ext. 51.

OPPORTUNITIES
KILLER PHONE CARD RATES:
Call anywhere USA for 11.94/
minute. Call anywhere Mexico for
294/minute. Very reliable service.
$5. $10 & $20 cards available.
Two very good distributors wanted. Easy to sell at these prices.
Special trial offer of 20% off retail
on any size first order. For
additional information leave
message at 415-9603053.

HEALTH & BEAUTY
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.
LOSE WEIGHT, FEEL GREAT!!!
Natural. Doctor recommended.
George lost 20 lbs in 3 weeks!
Free samples. 408/7920323.
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving. waxing. tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us perma
nently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest Lip Bikini Chin
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 once if made before 5/30/98.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E
Campbell Ave. #17. Campbell.
(408) 379-3500.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

:OR

FAX: 408-924-3282
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SPORTS/THRILLS

AUTOS FOR SALE

COZY, FURNISHED Basement Room
in old Willow Glen. Quiet. tree lined
street. Serious, male student.
$500/mo Msg 408 293-6427.

100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.

77 HONDA CIVIC CVCC. Very
clean, runs, needs salve job.
$500/b o. Call Darren 995-6864.

EVERGREEFI AREA ROOM, Own barb
rm. Near shops & bus. $400/mo
phD &1/3 cal. 239,2626 or 2231692.
FURNISHED BEDROOM -PRIVATE
BATH. $500/mo. Incl. utils. No
smoke/drugs. Call 408/2555247.

RENTAL HOUSING

MISSING SOMETHING?
Need a spintual boost?
Need a break? Try Out:
The Enlightenment Support Group
Ongoing Sundays 6:00PM
@ The Book Cafe Center
3483.95 S. Bascom
(408)978-8034
Gnostic:Ai faiths & interdenomriabcrial
01 hers sw. its aiways new and vital."
11 supports me in my life..."
1 get in contact with the real me."
1 expenence wholeness."
Suggested Donation:
The price you pay for a movie.

2 BDRP& APAIUMENT $950/MO.
Secunty type buildng
Secure Parking
Close In
Modern Building
Laundry Room
Village Apartments
576 South Fifth Street
(408) 295 6893.

NEED FINANCIAL HELP? For
information on where to get an
application for financial ad& scholar
ships. send $5.(X) 10 4984 Seseranoe
Dr. #111 Bld #5. San Jose. CA 95136.

780 SO. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 bdrm 2 ham Very clean.
Secunty type bldg. Laundry, cable,
ample parking Walk or nde bike to
school. Responsive management.
We take advance deposits to hold
an apartment. $995 $1045 ,mo.
Call 288-9157.

TRAVEL

TUTORING

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
EUROPE - SUMMER ’98
WESTCOAST DEP’S $478 R/T
Mexico/Canbb $2095249 R/T
HAWAII $119 o/w
Call 415-834-9192
http://www.airhitch.org

CALCUWS VIDEOS
ARE YOU HAVING TROUBLE
LEARNING CALCULUS?
Don’t fall behind in your class.
Get help now and
be ahead of the mass.
If you don’t get it the first time
Just Rewind, Rewind, Rewind.
SEND for information about your WORD PROCESSING
Calculus Video Tutorial TODAY.
And your 24-HOUR TUTOR
*AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED*
Graduate Studies. Thesis. Terrn
will soon be on its WAY!
For more information send a self. Papers. Nursing. Group Projects.
%SWISS. Al Formats, Specializing
addressd stamped envelope to:
In APA. Spelling/Grammar/
S4,4avA)
Punctuation/ Editing. 24. yes Eel
1245 Marshall Road
Brighton. TN 38011
WP 5.1/1-P Laser. PAM’S
SO4 WORD PROCESSNG.
247-2681. 8am-fipm.
ENOUSH wroe
Speaking. Writing & Editing
Expenenced with the needs
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
of Foreign Students.
Science & English papers theses
our specialty Litter printing
Credentialed Teacher & M.A.
APA, Turatban and other formats
Call Jessica (408)978-8034.
Resumes. efflt,r,
,
.
and other
.5
either WorM,....
JNSTRUCTION
Masterson w.,.; I
RaUl Of\ N .1 .1,
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE?,
levels welcome: Beginning.
OR NOT HAVE TIME
Tenn papers. hes,,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
group prow, e I ’,hr., ti
any style: Jazz. Blues. Rock.
typewriter
/.
Fusion. Funk. Reggae. or Folk.
1111
aPPIVAIIMS /In Vi
Call Bill at 408.298 6124.
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
30 Years Teaching Experience
Dr. Viktor and Anna Poionsky
Russian Trained Concert Pianists
Professors of Piano
National Teachers Guild Assn
National Suzuki Assn.
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
Starting $20/M.
Call 408 241 6662
in Santa Clam for your
FREE FIRST LESSON-INTERVEW

% I ION %I. / AGENCY

I A, NA,
AYIA

ANNOUNCEMENTS

INSURANCE

’90 FORD T-BIRD. Very Clean,
Light Silver Blue. Good Condition.
Runs &eat Auto trans. AM/FM
Cass. Power extras 113k mi.
All service records. Price reduced!
$4650 obo. Please call 2271145.

AUTO INSURANCE
COMPUTERS ETC
Insurance Serw e
FOR SALE
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Dnvers486-50Mhz 15" monitor 24 MB
"Good Rates for Non Good Dnvers" RAM 850 MBHDD .136 modem
6.CDROM 1,200 Allan 3817901.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
-Good Student- -Family Multi car"
CALL TODAt 2965270
FREE QUOTE
ANNOUNCEMENTS
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN!
Also open Saturdays 9- 2
Stice it
W
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
On your dental ritteM
Fr mrn ’All 800
t
Low Down Monthly Payne, No Dnver Refused
Cancelled or Red.ctert
Dui ’Suspended Liorrise
Certain advertisements In
*Accidents ’Tickets
these columns may refer the
Immechate SR Filings
reader to specific telephone
Good Driver Discount
numbers or addresses for
’ Non ’Owner Operator
additional information.
Ilam -8pm. Monday- Saturday
Classified readers should be
Free Phone Quotes
reminded that, when making
’ Call Us Now
these
further contacts, they
0(408) 241-5400
should require complete
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
SCHOLARSHIPS
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
AN ASTOUNDING UST
orcoupons for discount
or Gr,irlt, and Scholarship.
or merchandise.
vacations
Cal, 888999 4 731
CalltpUti

Daily
ROSSWORD
,

ACROSS
Open
5 Walk
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408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
One
Two
Day
Days
3 lines
$7
$5
4 lines
$s
$e
5 lines
$7
$9
6 lines
$10
$11
$1 for each additional line

Three
Days
$9

vie
$11
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After ttie fifth day, rate increases by St per day
First line 125 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Addibonal words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines $70
10-14 lines $90
15-19 lines $110

Five
Days
$13
$14
$15
$16

A,111,ess
Citya Atato

Send check or money order to

Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jcee, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentei Hall Room 209
Deadline
10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
MAN ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
II Rates for consecutive publications dates only
IN QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277

Please check
one classification:
Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announcements’
Lost and Found**
Volunteers’
For Sale’
Autos For Sale’
Computers Etc’
Wanted*
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Hous,ng
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Services’
HealthBeauty
Sports,Thells
Insurance
Entertainment’
Travel
Tutoring*
Word Processing
Scholarships

Spacial student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
In DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service lathe campus community.
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SPORTS

Monday, Feb. 9, 1998

SPartanLiShorts
Volleyball
Tryouts for the volleyball
team will be held Friday, Feb.
27 at 3 p.m. The team is looking
to fill out its roster. Tryouts are
open to full-time SJSU students
who meet NCAA requirements.
Anyone interested can contact
Gary Mann at 924-1444 for
more information.

Men’s Golf

Dinh

( (lvii Rthl

SJSU didn’t fare well down
in Mexico at the International
Intercollegiate placing 14th
overall posting a team score of
876. Individually the Spartans
were paced by Chad McGowan
and Joseph Lucidi who finished
tied for 55th with a 220 for the
three day tournament. Steve
Grier finished 60th with a 221,
after posting a 70 and 72 during the first two rounds. Ted
Bakelis finished with a 222
(67th overall) and Jim Beste
shot a 225, good for 75th place.

San Jose Spartan Michael Quinney,10, ducks under an attempted steal from TCU Horned Frog Malcom Johnson Saturday night at the San
Jose Event Center

TCU torches SJSU 119-84
Its tittIton,
\

Perci

BUSTING LOOSE

TCU set 11 Event Center records
Texas Christ Ian center LAP
against SJSU Saturday night
burned the Spaitins Ii ir .4.1 points in a gam(’
that
11 Event (*enter records set.
A total it 20:i points were scorid in TCU’s
Most individual opponent points;
II ft-s4 romp ,hr the Spartans in Men s
TCU Lee Nailon 44
klAitthNII SAtord:ty at the Event Center.
Most individual points; Nailon
The Spartans were ititle to hang with the
lorned Frogs. %%III, Live tin- highest scoring
44
if
in the nit it. arly in the first half
Most opponent points; TCU
and the Spartans were able to compete late
119
in the game.
Most opponent points at half;
It was what happened in the middle 30
HIM ut,, that sent the game into record TCU 61
breaking status
Field Goals opponent individual;
The Horned Frogs used the full -court
Nailon 19
press both man to-man and zone, to dumbFG’s opponent team; TCU
found the Spartans offensively. The
50
Spartans bad trimbh (in the inbounds and
FG attempts individual; Nailon
\(. hen they were successful getting the ball
31
ihe next challenge was to get the ball
FG attempts team; TCU 88
half -court
"The score was pretty close after eight or
Opponent team rebounds; TCU
lam minutes.- said Spartan’s coach Stan
45
Nlorrison. ’Then
went into a zone press
Opponent assists;
and WI SA OW I111,1 A C1,111111,10 meltdown . TCU Mike Jones
13
on the It chance tine Spartans were successful bringing the ball up court, the next
Most assists; Jones 13
step iii. to pot the hall in the bucket, and
that WW1 t cone. till) 1A.,-.% for tfuirn.
-It the\ gavi 0. is-asts for turnovers we
"They’ve got some good players, but
1..irprr highs,don’t see them beating us anytime,- Nailon
Morri.,,n
thryw hitik to guys for
said. ’Never."
iv op: 14,r !loll’ team.’I also bested it five-year-old record for
ih-linsiv.ly.
the Spartans had problems S.Jtil. opponents by hitting 50 field goals, 11
ill night with the post -up game of the taller more than the previous mark.
liirned Fr( igs Shooting 56 percent from the
With the !horned Frogs up by 40 points,
floor it didn’t take the Horned Frogs long to the Spartans started to make a run.
hit t lie century mark.
Holding the Horned Frogs scoreless over
Noilon. ranked third in the nation in scor- throe minutes. the Spartans went on a 16ing
averaging 25 points per game
2 spurt that cut the lead to 88-64.
paced the Horned Frogs with an Event
But, the Horned Frogs tightened their
Cpnter r,corti Iif -14 Fib5tit
press and within minut PS pushed their total
-Nt11,41 ii dd like III play against us
past the century mark.
every night.’ Morrison said. "I h. would lead
Horned Frog coach Billy Tubbs not only
the universe in scoring Ve had nobody that kept the full court press on despite his
could contain hun
team’s huge lead, but he also never stopped
When the ;!anie finally (’oiled, the I 1 orned getting in the referees’ faces.
Frogs 11,111 shattered 11 of the nine-yearold
With his team up by 44 points, seven mMEvent Centry.:, i’Nords. TC1,7 guard ’Mike (item int(i the second half, Tubbs argued so
Jones’ It
,et a new Event Center feverishly when Horned Frog guard ’James
mark
Penny was foulid on his lay-up attempt that

If you are vhat vou cat,
why not cut back on fat?

Tubbs was shipped with a technical.
Morrison, who coached his first game
sinci. announcing that he would quit after
the season ends, had no qualms about TC17
running up the score.
"I have no problems with that whatsoever,"
Morrison said. ’11-o ifs his style. That’s the way he
miches.Th:it’s his business. If they could kick our
butts by 60 points they should. I’m not worried
alx)ut Billy. I’m worried about those guys in the
blue and gold shirts."
Tubbs received on Saturday from some of the
1372 fans in attendance, what he gets in almast
every arena he enters constant taunting,
remiirks ;11x iut his comb-over hair style and complaints about running the score up.
"These i small crowds) are the toughest,"
Tubbs said. "Usually the crowd’s enthusiasm will drown out all the little things. But
since this crowd didn’t holler you hear every
little thing."
The small Event Center crowd didn’t stop
Tubbs from going into his post game ritual
of giving the crowd back a little of what they
gave him during thi. game.
When the final buzzer sounded he pointed to the scoreboard and while he was walking oft the court he held up his index finger
signifying "number one."
"(The crowd) ranks bad," Tubbs said. "Not
fir what they holler. They just need to show
up and support their team."
The Horned Frogs are leading the
Western Athletic Conference, Pacific
Division with a 9-0 record and they are
vying fin- an Associated Press Top 25 ranking. Tubbs said after the game that the
result of their victory would reach the east
coast too late fiir the game to be factored into
this week’s polling.
"No," Tubbs said when asked if his team
should be in the Al’ Top 25 Poll. "Top 20. And
I really believe that. We just need to take
care of business and we’ll be in good shape."
The Spartan’s (2-17, 0-7 in the WAC,
Pacific Division) will be looking for their
first win in 12 games and their first WAC
victory of the year when they host Southern
Methodist University today. The 8 p.m.
game will be carried on ESPN 2, giving the
Spartans their first national television exposure of the season.

Women’s
Gymnastics
The Spartans 183 points
were good enough to beat the
University of Alaska’s 181.425,
but not good enough to top the
Air Force Academy’s 185.95
Saturday night in Colorado.
The second place finish was
good enough to earn coach
-Jackie Walker her 100th victory
at San -Jose State University.
SJSU’s Annie Snellgrove finished second in the All-Around
with a total score of 37.70.
SJSU finished second or
higher in all events except the
floor exercise.
Tracy Kautz won the vault
competition with a 9.650. On
the uneven bars, Snellgrove
posted a 9.475, good enough for
second place.
Cristin Heald walked her
way to a second place (9.325) on
the balance beam. Snellgrove

Women’s Water Polo
The Spartans dropped two
and won one in San Diego over
the weekend.
SJSU lost a tough one to UC
San Diego 8-6 in overtime.
Elizabeth Garcia netted four
goals for SJSU.
UCLA then pounded SJSU
18-5 in the second game Friday.
The Spartans got on the winning track with a 9-1 win over
the UC San Diego JV team. The
win didn’t count in the standings.
Finally, SJSU beat Claremont
7-2 on Saturday to bring their
record to 3-2 overall. Garcia
scored four goals in the win.

Women’s Soccer
SJSU women’s soccer bolstered its program by signing
four players Thursday.
Coach Philipix, Blin added local
standout Molly Cowell, a forward
from Fremont’s Ohlone College.
She was named "flfli,nsive Player
of the Year" in the conti,rence and
was a two-time all-conference’ honoree.
Three high school seniors
Kristina Jacob, -Mimi
Doddridge and Abbey Crews
all signed with the Spartans.
-Jacob, a Leland High School
defender, was an all -league and
all-section player.
Doddridge is a midfielder
from El Toro High School n
Lake Forest, Ca.
Crews, from Concord’s
Carondelet High School, is a
two-time youth soccer national
champion. The midfielder was
an all-league, all-section and
all-state selection as a senior.
(Spartan shorts were compiled by Aaron Williams)

El Nino 1, Spartans 0
By Kevin Hectenum
Senior Staff Writer

Forget winning and losing
streaks. The San Jose State
University baseball team is on a
hot rainout streak. The dubious
string reached six with Friday’s
scheduled three-game weekend
series against Oregon State
University,
The Spartans 12-01 have not
played since Jan. 29, when they
routed Pacific 19-5 in Stockton.
Since then, SJSU has seen two
games against Pacific, one
against the University of San
Francisco and three against
OSU washed down the drain by
El Nirio.
The situation does not sit well
with coach Sam Piraro.
"Baseball was not meant to be
played one game a week," he
said.
Piraro said lack of meaningful
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American Heart
Associal ion-

came in third with a 9.175
The Spartans could only
manage fourth place on the
strength of Tanika Byrd’s 9.575
in the Boor exercise.

games could soften a team’s
competitive edge. During periods of rain, the team will practice indoors using whiffle balls
and flat rubber bases.
Piraro said he’ll keep his hitters hitting, even if it’s with
whiffle balls, his pitchers pitching even if it’s a "pile of dirt
somewhere" and his fielders
practicing even if it’s a parking
lot. He said he wasn’t going to
cancel any practices.
"We have to mentally prepare
our players," Piraro said.
In the meantime, to break up
the boredom and keep the competitive fires stoked, the team
held a bowling tournament in
the Student Union this weekend.
"You have to use your imagination as a coach," Piraro said.
"You have to be creative. We
have to try to make something
positive out of a negative."
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Now seeking scholarship applicants
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Don’t Let the Grass Grow Under Your Feet.
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As the Nation’s leading provider of Lawn and
Tree/Shrub care, we are experiencing record growth!
PART TIME APPOINTMENT
FULL TIME RESIDENTIAL
SETTERS
SALES REPRESENTATIVES

Weekly based salary + commission
Must be 21 yrs of age or older pass
Motor vehicle report/drug screen
For mom Information or an intim-wow call
(408)4414882 or fax a mount* to
(408) 441-8210 attri: R011

$7.00/hour + sales incentives/ commission
Must be 17 yrs of age or older
Available to work M-Th 4-9pm, F 3-8pm,
some Saturday work
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Robert L. 4nd Ellen G. Baron
Student e
hip Award Fund
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141:11.kke

OPEN TO:
Undergraduates*
3.0+ GPA

Graduate Student.

MUST HAVE:
Community service at SJSU
(or the greater City of San Jose community)

Appli( ations are a

\in the Financial Aid Office located in W,ahl. ft’
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Souilt.Room 275
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